COMPANY PROFILE

FLYRATE EXCELLENCE LIMITED

The Company
FLYRATE Excellence Limited was incorporated in the year 2014 under the Companies and
Allied Matters acts of 1999 with registration number 1171149, as a privately owned
national company limited by shares. We are a multi-service company, with the ability to
carry out general services, especially in the Oil and Gas industry, Supply of PPEs, Civil
Construction, Procurement/Supply of materials, Road construction/maintenance,
Drainages, Education allied services and General contracts. We are D.U.N.S complaint
and registered vendor with Nigeria National Petroleum Corporation, under the
Department of Petroleum Resources (DPR) with a functional partnership with Danfoss
FCZO.

Mission Statement
"We are on the face of the earth to provide outstanding services. We are
constantly focused on new innovations and the provision of a wide
spectrum of services. We believe in "Excellence in Service Delivery” and do
not settle for anything less. These values are embedded in the foundation
of this company and form the fulcrum of our objects.

Introduction
FLYRATE EXCELLENCE LTD is an indigenous company in Nigeria, established some years ago, and was
incorporated in the year 2014, by the corporate Affairs Commission (CAC) of the Federal Republic of Nigeria
in Abuja. FLYRATE is a professionally managed Service Contracting Company, providing an array of
specialist services to a rapidly growing list of clients (Governments, private organizations and individuals)
throughout the Federation of Nigeria and abroad.
The company is spread across the nation, and is involved in Infrastructural development,engineering
works, building, bridges and roads construction.
The company implements modern engineering techniques on all its projects and employs over 500
experienced professional staff: engineers, technicians and management experts both in Nigeria and
abroad. FLYRATE professionals have participated in numerous seminars and major engineering,
construction projects .
Reconstruction and rehabilitation of buildings, and other facilities for education, health, manufacturing,
military and individualestablishments. FLYRATE's broad experience in the execution of infrastructure
projects both within and outside Nigeria is a key asset that makes it possible for the Company to provide
services that are second to none in quality, prompt delivery and cost - effectiveness.
The company can undertake a project from conception to completion.

FLYRATE considers the satisfaction of its clients a prime goal and, for that purpose, Flyrate Excellence Ltd
uses the expertise and know - how of well qualified and experienced professionals and the vast pool of
modern and sophisticated equipmentat its disposal to back up all its activities.
Personnel in the company's service are offered regular training programmes as are designed to update
them in modern work methods, whilst clients' relationships are established through the experience and
dedication of the company's professionals and a corporate commitment to high quality performance and
cost –effectiveness at all times
FLYRATE EXCELLENCE LTD board of Directors (BOD), Staff, and Management has in all times shown
professionalism, high ethical standard in all job/contract executed by the company.
FLYRATE is a major contractor with many public and private organizations/establishments in Nigeria, such
as Julius Berger Nigeria Plc, consolidated Breweries, Imo State Universal Basic Education Board (IMSUBEB).

Scope of Work
FLYRATE Excellence Limited provides a list of general services that includes:
Civil, building, estate development, roads, drainages, conference halls, schools etc.
Other general services provided include: production of customized safety goods, logistics services
Environmental/ trash disposal services
Borehole/drilling
Dams, gutters, erosion control/management
Procurement/supply of agricultural and farm implement
Road construction, building and landscaping
Leasing of residential quarters, offices etc
Leasing of empty land for usage as Workshops etc.
Personal and protective Equipments
NDT/Inspection & certification/Rat Services
Marine/Safety consultancy
Equipments Leasing
Bunker Inspection/Survey
Rope Access technology and engineering services
Crane and lifting equipment testing
Sales and Maintenance of life saving Equipments (LSA)
Firefighting Equipments
Supply and maintenance of office equipment- Computers & accessories, photocopiers, air conditioners and
furniture.
Supply of Welding rods, industrial gas, building materials, Iron plates and angle iron.
Supply of General electrical materials and electronics.
Inspection, servicing and re-certification of Fire extinguishing equipment, through our technical partners.
Surveying, servicing and re-certification of marine Inflatable life raft through our technical partners
BA services of Cylinders
Removal of Asbestos in the rigs etc
Industrial waste management and disposal

Construction Services
There are a lot at stake in the construction industry today and FLYRATE Excellence Limited is poised to raise
the bar at all times.
Civil construction
General maintenance/remedial works
Supply of building materials
Personal Protective Equipment (PPEs)
Roads, buildings, agricultural, and structural activities
Architectural designs
Production/installation of inter-locking stones
Interior decorations of houses and offices etc
Supply and installation of polystyrene materials

Chemicals and Gases
We provide chemicals and industrial gases for both industrial and general usages. Our range of chemicals and
gases include:
Off-Shore paints
Marine coatings and paints
Acid, Bases
House paints
Industrial Gas – Oxygen, Acetylene, Co2 ,Argon and Feron gas for air-conditioning systems – R-22, R-407 etc

Supplies
FLYRATE Excellence Limited keeps an update of daily client demands that are
considered in the circle of priority.
From the basis of construction, we are not limited to the provision of
construction/building materials; we also deliver your needs of general goods in
your best interest satisfactorily.
We provide highly certified construction Safety boots, Safety shades, Hand
gloves, Safety belts, Helmets, Apron, Reflector jackets and many other safety
gadgets needed in the construction industry.
Building materials such as Granites, Stone dust, Sharp sand, Plaster sand,
Stones, Cement, Binding wire, Nails, Iron rods, Woods, Roofing Sheets, etc.
In the Academic field and offices, we provide stationery and several other office
equipments that guarantee comfort and durability.

Expanded Polystyrene materials and installations
Polystyrene is a synthetic aromatic polymer made from the monomer styrene. Polystyrene can be solid or foamed.
General purpose polystyrene is clear, hard, and rather brittle. It is an inexpensive resin per unit weight.
Polystyrene insulating offers many benefits due to the way this product is manufactured. Energy-efficient, easy to
install, lightweight. The specification of extruded polystyrene sheathing may allow the use of a single product to
create a continuous layer of thermal and moisture protection on a building’s walls, thereby contributing to energy
efficiency.
Properly installed extruded polystyrene window/door hoods can also improve a building’s energy efficiency by
providing a complete layer of insulation on the wall. This reduces air movement through the wall that can rob
energy. Insulation between studs does not necessarily offer complete insulation value because cement studs and
other framing members are not insulated. This phenomenon is called thermal bridging and can dramatically
decrease thermal performance of the building.
Polystyrene is also used in concrete fascia, wall cornices and linings leaving an accurate and/or well plumed
definition in dimensions. It is sound proof and fire resistant.
Polystyrene is a product that can be used in place of Plaster of Paris (P.O.P) at all times. It serves a durable purpose
and stands the test of time.
It's aesthetic value in construction is far way beyond what Plaster Of Paris (P.O.P) can provide.
Polystyrene gives you the opportunity to hasten your work effectively hence it is fabricated off-site and its
installation is done with ease within the most reasonable time frame.
The values and importance of polystyrene cannot be over emphasized; it is an innovation that has come to ease the
stress in construction activities.

We believe in

"Excellence in Service Delivery”
and do not settle for anything less.
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